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Abstract. (BEDT-TTF )jPtcl<, CôH~CN is a tt-pha~e exhibiting a fir~t-order tran~ition ai 250 K.

The crystal structure of this sali contains two different donor loyers before the transition but only

one after the tran~ition. Every layer contains two different BEDT-TTF donor molecules. Our tight

binding band structure study suggests that this i~ the first BEDT-TTF Salt containing BEDT-TTF

in three different oxtdation states j0, +1/2 and + Ii. One of the layer~ j.-i) contains

[BEDT-TTF'' and [BEDT-TTF"]~ dimers whereas the other layer l'A contains two different

]BEDT-TTF~ '~]j dimers. We suggest that the first-order transition i~ msociated with the

disproportionation of the two
[BEDT-TTF''~]~ dimers of layer SA in ]BEDT-TTF''

]_
and

[BEDT-TTF")~ dimers. Thi~ process is associated with a conformational change in one of the

dimers which apparently optimizes the donor-accepter interaction~ in thi~ x-phase. According to

the present results ii would be worthwhile to reexamine the transport properties of this sait.

Among the many charge transfer salis presently known, the sa called «-phases hâve not only
led to the highest superconducting transition temperatures Il (excluding fullerenes) but have

also given a seemingly endless serres of electronic surprises. The transport properties of

these softs seem to be extremely dependent on small changes in pressure, temperature, disorder

or chemical environment [2, 3]. For instance, whereas at ambient pressure
«-BEDT-TTF~CU[N(CN[]Br [4] and «-BEDT-TTF~CU[N(CN)~]Cljj~Brjj~ [5] (where

BEDT-TTF means bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene, 1) are superconductors,
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tt-BEDT-TTF~CU IN (CN [ ICI ]6] is a semiconductor. However a very small applied pressure
(0.3 kbar) i~ enough to make the latter superconducting [6). The calculated band ~tructures for

the donor slabs of the two salis
K

(MDT-TTF )~Aul~ ]7 (MDT-TTF (ethylenedithio)tetrathia-
fulvalene) and «-(EDT-TTF (CH~OH ))~CIO( (EDT-TTF(CH~OH ii (ethylenedithio hydroxy-

methyl)tetrathiafulvalene) are ~ilmost indi~tinguish~ible [8, 9] meaning that the different

donor donor interactions in these slabs are extremely similar, >nô yet the first is metallic and

superconducting ai 4.5 K [7] where~is the second is insulating [8]. The corollary of these and

many other similar observations is that the x-phases prob~ibly lie ai the bordeline of the validity

range of the delocalized and localized descriptions of their electronic structure.

(BEDT-TTF )jPtcl~, C~,H~CN [10, 1] is an intriguing addition to the growing arsenal of
tt-

phases. This sali undergoes a first-order transition ai 250K after which ii becomes

insulating Il 0]. The temperature dependence of the conductivity before the transition is very

weak although it ;eems ii i~ weakly activated. Thi; contrasts with the fact that during the ;ame

temperature range ii shows temperature independent paramagnetic susceptibility Il 0], as if ii

wa; metallic. An interesting feature of the 250 K transition is the associated change in the

crystal structure. The unit oeil of (BEDT-TTF )jPtcl~, C~,H~CN before the transition contains

two nonequivalent carton sl~ibs whereas after the transition the two slabs become identical. In

this paper we report our study of the crystal and electronic structures of

(BEDT-TTF)jPtcl~, C~,H~CN ai 293 K ~ind ?18 K, i-e-, before and after the transition, in

order to unravel the engin of the first-order transition and to provide some rationale for the

reported physical propertie~ of this Salt. Our study ~uggests that the transition in

(BEDT-TTF )jPtclô C~,H~CN is quite unique among the K-phases.

CrystaJ structure of (BEDT-TTF)iPtclô.C~HSCN before (293 K) and alter (218 K) the first-

order transition.

A projection of the 293 K crystal structure of (BEDT-TTF)jPtclô.CôH~CN along the u

direction is shown in figure1 BEDT-TTF cation radical layers parallel to the ah plane
altemate with loyers of Ptcl) and C~,H,CN along the c. direction. As shown in figure 2 which

is a projection view of one of the donor loyers along the direction of the central C=C bond, the

BEDT-TTF layers are built from almost orthogonal BEDT-TTF dimers, as in the usual
K-

phases. However, in the present case the two BEDT-TTF slabs are crystallographically
nonequivalent layer ml contains centrosymmetric dimers il-1, and (II-II,) whereas layer SA

contains centrosymmetric dimers (Ill-Ill,) and (lV-IV,). In layer :t one of the two ethylene

groups of II is disordered whereas in layer SA the two ethylene groups of both III and IV are

disordered ].

The carton radical sublattice of (BEDT-TTF )jPtclô CôH,CN at 218 K, t-e-, after the first-

order transition, is such thon the two BEDT-TTF layers become identical. I and II are related by

a translation c" =

cl? with Ill and IV. Thus, the carton sublattice of the 218 K structure has a

periodicity of c" =

C.l? perpendicular to the cattort radical layers il Ii. The ethylene groups of

both I and II do non exhibit any disorder. As shown in table I, where the unit cell parameters of

the 293 K and 218 K ~tructure~ are reported, the remaining change~ are quite small except for ~i

slight decrease of the total volume.

TO summarize, although by construction of ils carton radical slabs, (BEDT-
TTF)jPtclô.CôH~CN belongs to the general class of the K-phases, there is a noticeable

difference with ail other BEDT-TTF salis of this family. In (BEDT-TTF )jPtclô CôH,CN the

two almost orthogonal dimers which constitute the elemental motif of the cation radical layers

are non equivalent bath crystallographically and in terms of the intradimer mode of overlap.

This leads to the very low symmetry of the crystal structure (space groupe Pi) which
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Table U1i/1 t-cil Put.umeiei.i _li>1
(BEDT-TTF )jPtcl~, C,,H,CN <11 293 K une/ 218 K.

293K 218Kji')

a
(Àl 8.661(21 8.582(3j

h (À) 11.960(5) 11.891(6)

<.
(Àj 34.690(7) 17.512(4)

o~
(°) 82.97(3) 81.55(3)

p (°1 87.21(2) 86.65(21

y (°) 94.97(3) 94.44(3j

V (À~) 3 546 758

("1 The parameter, for the c~ition sublattice are given.

di;tinguishe, the present Salt from the other BEDT-TTF x-phases. How this non equivalence
affects the electronic structure of this Salt is con;idered in detail in the next section. Finally it is

worth mentioning thon (BEDT-TTF)jPtclô C~,H,CN is the fir~t K-phase exhibiting a ttrst-

order phase tran;ttion.

Electrottic structure of (BEDT-TTFLPtCIô.CôHSCN attd origitt of the first~order transition.

In order tu under;tand the engin of the 250 K tran;ilion and how the structural changeb noted in

the previous section are related to the change in the transport properties, we have studied the

electronic btructure of the BEDT-TTF layer; before and after the tran;ition. Our tight-binding
band btructure calculation; Il ?] u;e an extended Hückel type Hainiltoni~in Il ~] and ~i double-(

ba;i; ;et [14] for ail ,itonib e~cept hydrogen. The exponentb, contraction coefficients and

parameter~ were taken from previou; work ]15].

A. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AFTER THE TRANSITION. After the 250 K tran;ilion, the c~ition

radical sublattice contain; ju;t one type ut BEDT-TTF loyer built from two BEDT-TTF

dimers. With the formai oxidation required by the stoichiometric formula, IBEDT-TTF )1',

there are six electrons per unit cell to fill the four HOMO bond;. In contrast with the other
K-

phases, the two BEDT-TTF dimer, of the loyer are crybt~illugr~iphically non equivalent so that

7
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Fig. ,1. Di,per,ion relation, for the HOMO bond; of trie donor ,lob in (BEDT-TTF j4PtCl~, C,,H~CN

it 218K. Il X. Y, M ,in(1 ,1 refer ta ihe wave vector~ (11,Il), (a12,Ill, (1) b12), (a12,

b /2), (-a i?, b i?), iespectively.
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there is no symmetry reason why the third and fourth bands (from bottom) should be

degenerate at the border of the Brillouin zone leading to a metallic type filling. Thus it is non

clear whether there is or net a bond gap between these bonds. The calculated band structure for

the BEDT-TTF slabs of (BEDT-TTF )jPtcl<, CôH~CN using the crystal structure at 218 K is

reported in figure 3. The upper HOMO band is clearly separated from the next lower one by a

band gap. Calculations for the fuit Brillouin zone confirm the existence of a bond gap of

0.1? eV. This result is in agreement with the activated conductivity and susceptibility behavior

of (BEDT-TTF)jPtcl<, CôH~CN after the 250 K tran;juan Il 0).

B. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE BEFORE THE TRANSITION. The calculated dispersion relations

for layers.-l and SA of the crystal structure of (BEDT-TTF )jPtcl~, C~,H~CN at 293 K are shown

in figures 4a and 4b, respectively. Although much smaller (0.0? eV), there is also a band gap

between the third and fourth bands from botton of the donor loyer.-i (Fig. 4a). In this and

almost every other detail, the band structure of the donor loyers after the transition (Fig. 3) and

that of loyer.-l before the transition (Fig. 4a) are extremely similar. The calculated band

structure for loyer SA of the 293 K structure is however very different. The two higher HOMO

bonds overlap SO thon the Fermi level for an electron filling of (BEDT-TTF )( + (shown as a

dotted fine in Fig. 4b) ours bath of these bands. Thus the associated Fermi surface (;hown in
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Fig. 4.-Di,per;ion relation, for the HOMO bond, et (a) loyer i ~ind (b) loyer of

(BEDT-TTF)jPtcl~, C~,H,CN at 293K. il X, Y. M and .i ret'er to the wave vector, (o,l))

(a /2. 0 ) (l~~ b 12 ), (a /2, b /2 ). a n, b /? ). re;pectively. The doued fine in (b) refer, to the Fermi

level. (c) Fermi ~uriace a~~ociated with the partially filled bond, of (hi.
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Fig. 4c) contain; hole pockets centered at Y and electron pockets centered at M. This Fermi

surface differs from ail other Fermi surfaces reported for BEDT-TTF K-phases in that bath the

electron and hale pockets are closed [9].

C. BEDT-TTF oxiDATioN STATES AND DONOR...DONOR INTERACTIONS. The previous
results clearly show that the 250 K transition is mainly associated with the opening of a bond

gap for loyer SA of the room temperature structure. Opening of a bond gap between to

overlapping bonds is usually associated with modifications of the donor donor intermolecular

interactions. Thus, in order to discuss the origin of the 250 K transition we report in table II the

calculated values of the p~o~o_~o~o interaction energies ]16] for the different BEDT-

TTF... BEDT-TTF intermolecular interactions associated with S ...S contact~ shorter than

4.0 À in the ?18 K and ?93 K ~tructures of (BEDT-TTF )jPtcl~, C~,H~CN. The~e interaction

energies reflect the strength of the interaction between a pair of BEDT-TTF HOMOS in

adjacent sites of the crystal and give important information relating the crystal and electronic

structures of molecular solids. p~o~o_~o~o interaction energies for different K-phases have

aise beert reported by Whangbo et ai. [9].

-
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If the slabs 2 are viewed as being built from parallel chains of BEDT-TTF dimers alortg
approximately the a-direction, the differertt interaction energies in table II can be classified in

three different groups (a) those associated with intradimer interactions (A artd B), (b) those

aswciated with interdimer intrachain interactions (C and D), and (ci those associated with

interdimer interchain interactions (E, F, G and Hi. According to the calculated values of

table II, the intradimer interactions are always considerably larger than both the interchain and

irttrachairt interdimer interactions. This is not always the case as shown by the p~o~o_~~~o

interaction energies reported by Whangbo et ai. [9]. For instance, there is no net separation

between the interchain and intrachain interdimer interactions for K-(BEDT-TTF)~Cu(NCS
)~

or K-(BEDT-TTF)~Ij. The situation for the present Salt is however quite similar to that of

K-(MDT-TTF)~AUL [9] which is metallic and superconducting at 4.5 K [7]. In the present
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context, however, the important result of table II is that there are very large changes in the

intradimer interactions whereas most of the interdimer interactions remain remarkably

constant. This strongly suggests that the reason for the gap opening at 250 K is to be found in

the inner structure of the different dimers and not in the interdimer interactions.

Shown in figure 5 are two different views of the four dimers (1-1,), (11-11,), (lll-lll,) and (IV-

IV,) found in the crystal structure at 293 K. Those of the crystal structure at 218 K are very

;imilar to those of figures 5a and 5b and thus are net shown. Let us recall that dimers (I-I,)
(Fi g. 5a) and (II-II,) (Fig. 5b) are those of layer ;1 before the transition and also those of the sait

after the transition, whereas dimers (lll-lll,) (Fig. 5c) and (lV-lV,) (Fig. 5d) are those of layer

'A before the transition. The dimers in figures 5a and 5c are of the so-called bond-over-ring

type. This is the dimer overlap mode found in almost ail «-phases presently known. The dimers

of figures 5b and 5d are also of the bond-over-ring type, but now, the central C =C bond of one

donor is over a six membered ring of the other donor, in contrast with those of figures 5a and

5c, where the central C=C bond of one donor i; over a five membered ring of the other donor.

Thus the top projection views of figure 5 suggest that the overlap modes of dimers (11-11,)
(Fig. 5b) of layer ml and (lV-lV,) (Fig. 5d) of layer SA are similar as are those of dimers (1-1,)
(Fig. 5a) of layer,,1 and (lll-lll,) (Fig. 5c) of layer SA. The strie views of figure 5 reveal

however an interesting difference whereas the dimers (11-11,) and (lV-lV,) are effectively very
similar, the dimers (1-1,) and (lll-lll,) are very different despite the similar overlap mode. lt is

to be noted that the p interaction energies of table II are quite similar for dimers (11-11,) and (IV-

(ai (hi

(c) (d)

Fig. ~.-Two different projection view, of the BEDT-TTF aimer; in the 293K ,tructure of

(BEDT-TTF)jPtcl~, C~,H,CN : (a) (1 1,) (hi (11 Il,) (cl (III-Ill,) and (dl (lV-lV,).
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IV,) at 293 K, 1-e-, 0.308 1>.i. 0.266, but quite different for dimers il-1,) and (Ill-lll,), 1-e-, 0.340

1>,i. 0.504. Thus, it is tempting to associate the ?50 K transition with the intradimer change
occurring in aimer (lll-lll,) of layer SA.

The aimer (1-1,) is completely different from the other three dimers of figure 5, because of

both the different conformation of the six membered rings and the quite strong deviation from

planarity of the
w

framework of BEDT-TTF. As a matter of fact, the dimer shown in figure 5a

is the same found in the crystal structure of neutral BEDT-TTF [17]. This immediately

suggests that dinner (1-1,) of layer .,l at 293 K is build from two BEDT-TTFI~ molecules and

consequently that dimer (11-11,) of the same layer is build from two BEDT-TTF+ cation~.

Thus, (BEDT-TTF)jPtcl~;CôH~CN would be the first BEDT-TTF charge transfer Salt

containing the basic structural motif of neutral BEDT-TTF, 1-e-, the [BEDT-TTF~]~ dimer.

This receives strong support from examination of the central C=C bond distances in the crystal

structure at 293 K. The distance is noticeably shorter for (1.338 À) than for II (1 374 À). The

same is true for the 218 K structure 1.341 À for and 1.378 for II. As a comparison, the

distances found for BEDT-TTF+ in (BEDT-TTF )Agj(CN )~ Il 8] and BEDT-TTF°
in neutral

BEDT-TTF ]17] are 1.38 À and 1.3? À, respectively. By contrast, the central C=C bond

di~tances found in the dimers (lll-lll,) and (lV-lV,) of layer SA at 293 K are quite similar

1.364 À for III and 370 À for IV. These values are not only quite similar but also very close

to those found for (BEDT-TTF)~'2+ in p-BEDT-TTF~Ij (1.362À) [19]. Ail these obser-

vations suggest thon BEDT-TTF is found in three different oxidation states (0, + 1/2 and + Ii

in the room temperature crystal structure of (BEDT-TTF)jPtcl~, CôH,CN.
Suggestive as it may be, the previous crystal -structure analysis can not be taken as

conclusive. In order to have a more quantitative basis for our interpretation we need to con;ider

the electronic structure of the BEDT-TTF dimers. Every BEDT-TTF HOMO lead; to a

bonding (HOMO~ and a antibonding (HOMO_ combinations for the aimer. Shown in

figures 6a-d are the molecular orbital diagrams for the dimers shown in figures 5a-d,

respectively. At the right of each diagram we report the HOMO level of the monomer and at

left the HOMO and HOMO levels of the aimer. A firbt observation ii that the HOMO levels

of III and IV are quite similar (0,1 eV) whereas there is a large energy difference between those

of1 and II (0.5 eV). In addition, the HOMO of II is the highest. As noted before the overlap

mode of dimers (II-11,) and (lV-lV,) are similar and so are the calculated p interaction energies.

The overlap mode of dimers (1-1,) and (lll-lll,) is also simtlar but the p interaction energies are

quite different. This is due to the nonplananty of the w
backbone in which makes the

interaction sizeably smaller. The final outcome is that the HOMO_ levels of the two dimers in

layer SA lie at very similar energies (see Figs. 6c and 6d), whereas there is a large energy

difference between the HOMO_ levels of the two dimers in layer.-l (see Fi gs. 6a and 6b). This

is a significant result because they are the HOMO_ levels which are going to lead to the

highest HOMO band of the layer, te- the empty band in figure 4a. When two levels on

neighbonng dimers interact, the mixmg between the two levels is, as a first approximation,

directly proportional to the interaction matnx element and inversely proportional to the energy

difference between the two levels ]20]. Since, as bhown by the results of table II, the

interaction matnx element; are bimilar for loyers.-l and SA, it ii the energy difference between

the aimer levels which plays the leading rote in determining the degree of mixing of the~e

levels. The HOMO_ levels of figure; 6c and 6d are not far apart so that the HOMO_ levels of

the two different dimers of layer IA mix strongly to lead to the higher HOMO bands of

figure 4b. Thus, both dimers (III-Ill,) and (IV-lV,) contribute with a comparable weight to the

wave functions associated with the empty band wave vectors of figure 4b, 1e., the oxidation

~tate of the donors III and IV is + 1/2. By contrast, there is an important energy difference

between the HOMO_ levels of figure~ fia and 6b which is quite large compared with the
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Fig. 6.-Molecular orbital diagrams for the BEDT-TTF dimer; in the 293K ,tructure oi

(BEDT-TTF [Ptcl~, C~,H~CN : lai (1-1,) (hi jll-11,) (ci (lll-lll,) and (dl [lV-lV,).

interdimer interchain interaction matrix elements [21]. As a consequence, the HOMO_ levels

of the two different dimers practically do not mix and the highest band of figure 4a, which is

empty, is made of the HOMO_ levels of dimer (II-II,) whereas the band build from the

HOMO_ levels of aimer (1-1,) is fuit Consequently, the oxidation state of the donors1 and Il

are 0 and + 1, respectively.

D. ORfGfN OF THE TRANSITION AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF (BEDT-TTF )jPtcl~, C~,H~CN.
lt is clear from our results (see Figs. 3, 4a and 4b) that the transition at 250 K is associated

with the opening of a band gap in layer SA. The similarity of the interdimer interaction energies
of table II suggests that it is not a change in the interdimer interactions which is responsible for

the opening of this band gap. Our study of the geometrical and electronic structure of the

different dimers clearly shows that the opening of the band gap is associated with the change

on the oxidation state of the donors III and IV of layer 'A from +1/2 to 0 and

+1, respectively. Thus, the transition is associated with a.itiu(.fiiiu/ /o(.ali=atlon [2?] as

opposed to the ele<.fi.oui(. /o(.clli=arien which i~ believed to be at the origin of the nonmetallic

properties of other K-phases. The question which remains to be answered is : what is the

driving force for this structural localization ? lt coula be thought that the disproportionation of

two [BEDT-TTF+ ~~~
]~ dimers in one [BEDT-TTF+ ]~ and one

[BEDT-TTF°
]~ is the essential

factor lowering the energy of the system. We consider unlikely this possibility because in that

case it is not easy to understand why such phenomenon has not already been observed in the

many existing «-phase salts.
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Table II. Ah.iohite1,alite.i <>J'the p~o~o_~o~o ifiteia(.tien eneigie.i (eV) (a/cillated Ji>r t/ie

cliflfeient BEDT-TTF BEDT-TTF inteia(.tien.i in trie 218 K and 293 K (.ij,.ita/.itiii(.fin.e.i r)J'

(BEDT-TTF )jPtcl~, C~,H ~CN (.tee 2 foi- labellifig ).

293 K structure

218 K structure

~YP~ layer .-l layer SA

A 0.340 0.504 0.402

B 0.308 0.266 0.343

C 0.207 0.208 0.203

D 0.145 0.191 0.155

E 0.098 0,1 0.091

F 0.090 0.099 0.079

G 0.067 o-o18 0.068

H 0.054 0.068 0.063

Until now we hâve completely disregarded the rote of the Ptcl) anions. Our calculations

~how that the energy levels of Ptcl)
are practically identical before and after the transition.

Thus a change in the anions structure which induce~ the disproportionation in the donor layer
should also be discarded. The only remaining possibility is that the disproportionation is

induced in the donor slab to optimize the donor-acceptor interactions. We recall that the

disproportionation is associated with a strong conformational change in the two donors of

aimer (lll-Ill,) to adopt the structure of neutral BEDT-TTF. A detailed analysis of the short

donor-acceptor contacts before and after the transition strongly suggests that this is indeed the

most likely possibility. Ail the short S Cl contacts before and after the transition are

associated with the six-membered ring sulfur atoms. These contacts before the transition are :

3.433, 3.410, 3.635, 3.474 À and are associated with the donors II, III and IV, respectively.
The short contacts after the transition become 3.404, 3.413, 3.404, 3.413 À for the same

donors, respectively. Thus there is almost no change for the donors of layer.,l but a large
change for donor III of layer SA. This shortening coupled with the conformational change of the

CH~-CH~ group of the six membered ring in donor Ill leads to much better H Cl hydrogen
bonding interactions which stabilize the low temperature structure. We believe this is the

driving force for the 250 K first-order transition.

Finally, [et us comment on the physical properties of (BEDT-TTF)jPtclô.C~,H~CN.
According to our calculations, this Salt should be metallic before the transition and non

magnetic and insulating after the transition. The conductivity and magnetic susceptibility

measurements after the transition il 0] agree with our results. The transport properties before

the transition are more puzzling because it is reported that the Salt has weakly activated

conductivity but temperature independent paramagnetic susceptibility loi. We believe the

temperature independent paramagnetic susceptibility is associated with layer SA. The origin of

the weakly activated conductivity is unclear. It could be an artifact due to the relatively small

number of data points. By analogy with other «-phases, it can be thought that the disorder on

the externat CH~-CH~ groups of the loyer IA donors is enough to suppress the metallic

properties of the layer although the conductivity remains high. In such a case, the electrons

would probably be localized in the dimers, which from the electronic viewpoint are the
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essential units of the layer, so that the global charge per aimer will be +1 and the

disproportionation mechanism would still be valid. In that case the decrease in conductivity at

?50 K would be the result of the transition from a Mott-Hubbard to a forbidden energy gap

conductivity regimes. However, this possibility seems to be in Conti jet with the observation of

temperature independent paramagnetic susceptibility. In view of the present study the transport

properties of this quite unique Salt certainly deserve further attention.
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